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 Four things are important in a race: distance, speed, direction, time. When runners 

or drivers get into the track, they focus on the distance ahead, on the time they aim to go 

past the finish line. They have two tools at hand – direction and speed. Heading to the 

right direction will make a difference; hitting the right speed helps ensure the win. A 

moment of indecision, of retreat, of wrong maneuver can affect the race outcome. The 

race is all about mapping a strategy, following a game plan, giving it one’s best shot.   

 

 So it must be with the Philippine Civil Service (PCS). In an age marked by 

rapidly changing and evolving technology, the PCS cannot afford to lag behind. Thus, the 

theme for its 110
th
 year – In A R.A.C.E. to Serve: Advancing Responsive, Accessible, 

Courteous and Effective Public Service. Like a seasoned traveler, the PCS shifts its gears 

not just to complete the laps but take a commanding lead in good governance. It races 

against mediocrity, competes against corruption and graft, struggles to get past such 

setbacks as limited resources and increased public expectations. The racing principles 

remain. One cannot pull back nor be middling. Public service requires one to bridge the 

distance between the government and the governed, at a quick or fast pace, guided by set 

priorities, principles and selfless convictions, and in response to the needs of the times.  

 

 As the Philippine Civil Service marks its 110
th
 year, the Civil Service 

Commission enjoins state workers nationwide to be part of the race to responsive, 

accessible, courteous and effective public service. There is much expected of civil 

servants but by joining the race, they can make the most of the opportunity afforded them 

in serving their fellowmen. It is time to shift gears, to leave unnecessary baggages, to 

give one’s best shot and to win the race in a public service that is para sa tao and para sa 

bayan.  

 




